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Passage, Cycle 10 – The Water Cycle

Student Name/Date ___________________________________________

3

The Water Cycle
Water goes from one place to another, and that is important for

15

people, animals, and plants. They need water to grow. Without

25

water, things would die. Rain brings water to the earth. But where

37

does rain come from? Rain comes from clouds in the sky. How

49

does rain get into the clouds? The sun heats the air around the

62

earth. The sun heats the water in lakes, ponds, and streams, too.

74

The hot air mixes with the water and makes water vapor. The hot

87

air soaks up water vapor. Wind helps carry water vapor into the sky,

100

and clouds form. Cold air in the clouds makes the water vapor form

113

water droplets, or raindrops.

117

When clouds are filled with water droplets, the water comes down

128

to the ground as raindrops. The rain puts water back into the lakes,

141

ponds, and streams. This is the water cycle. Water goes from the

153

land, up to the sky, and back down to the ground. The water cycle

167

is the way that the earth gets its water.

176

Scoring Reading Accuracy (60 seconds sample)
Frustration (Below 90%) = 19 miscalls in passage
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The Water Cycle
Water goes from one place to another, and that is important for
people, animals, and plants. They need water to grow. Without
water, things would die. Rain brings water to the earth. But where
does rain come from? Rain comes from clouds in the sky. How
does rain get into the clouds? The sun heats the air around the
earth. The sun heats the water in lakes, ponds, and streams, too.
The hot air mixes with the water and makes water vapor. The hot
air soaks up water vapor. Wind helps carry water vapor into the sky,
and clouds form. Cold air in the clouds makes the water vapor form
water droplets, or raindrops.
When clouds are filled with water droplets, the water comes down
to the ground as raindrops. The rain puts water back into the lakes,
ponds, and streams. This is the water cycle. Water goes from the
land, up to the sky, and back down to the ground. The water cycle
is the way that the earth gets its water.
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